Assessment of mandibular advancement surgery with 3D CBCT models superimposition
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Objectives: To assess surgery and short-term post-surgery changes in the position of the condyles, rami and chin after mandibular advancement. Methodology: Pre-surgery (T1), 1 week post-surgery (T2), and 6 week post-surgery (T3) CBCT scans were acquired for 20 retrognathic patients with short or normal face height. 3D models were built and superimposed through a fully automated voxel-wise method using the cranial base of the pre-surgery scan as reference. Anatomic regions of interest were selected and analyzed separately. Within-subject surface distances between T1-T2, T2-T3, and T1-T3 were computed. Color-coded maps and semi-transparent display of overlaid structures allowed the evaluation of displacement directions. Results: After an antero-inferior chin displacement with surgery in all cases (>4 mm in 87.5%), 25% of the patients showed some kind of posterior movement (< 3 mm), and 69% showed an antero-superior movement after splint removal. Comparing T1-T3, an antero-inferior (87.5% of the cases) or only inferior (12.5%) displacement was observed (>4 mm in 80%). Considering all directions of displacement, the surface distance differences for the condyles and rami were small: 77.5% of the condyles moved <2 mm with surgery (T1-T2), and 90% moved <2 mm in the short-term (T2-T3) and in the total evaluation (T1-T3), while the rami showed a <3 mm change with surgery in 72.5% of the cases, and a <2 mm change in 87.5% (T2-T3) and in 82% (T1-T3). Conclusions: Expected displacements with surgery were observed and post-surgery changes suggested a short-term adaptive response toward recovery of condyle and ramus displacements. The changes on the chin following splint removal suggested an acceptable adaptation, but with considerable individual variability.
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INTRODUCTION

The application of three-dimensional (3D) imaging of the craniofacial complex in prospective controlled trials can be considered one of the major advances in the search for a complete diagnosis, treatment planning and outcome evaluation.6,19 Investigations using cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT)15 in Orthodontics and Oral-Maxillofacial Surgery have shown that this new tool can improve the identification of different patterns of rami and condyles positioning after orthognathic surgery.4

The hierarchy of stability of surgical procedures shows that mandibular advancement is a highly stable procedure in patients with short or normal face height and less than 10 mm advancement. It means that there is more than a 90% chance of less than 2 mm change at landmarks and almost no chance of more than 4 mm change during the first post-surgical year. Surgical repositioning of the chin via lower border osteotomy, the most prevalent adjunctive procedure, also is highly stable and predictable.1,17,18

Otherwise, long-term condylar resorption after mandibular advancement and relapse into anterior open bite have been reported as potential clinical problems in some patients.9 It would occur in 5-10% of patients who have surgery to advance the mandible, but a long-term increase in mandibular length due to residual growth at the condyles is as likely as a decrease because of resorption.13,20 It seems that changes occur in condylar position after bilateral sagittal split ramus osteotomy (BSSO). This however does not seem to be associated with factors such as amount of advancement, degree of proximal rotation, and shape of the mandible.12 Both rotation and transverse displacement of the condyles related to ramus surgery have been described,2 and the extent to which mandibular structures rotations/displacements and bone remodeling/resorption contribute to post-treatment instability are poorly understood at present.

Problems in the identification of anatomic points in conventional cephalometrics have been considered a significant source of error when obtaining important craniofacial measurements.9 Previous studies based in standardized norms and bidimensional (2D) representation of 3D changes could not answer many questions related to factors influencing treatment response and skeletal remodeling.11 The complex movements during surgery for dentofacial deformities clearly need to be assessed in three dimensions to improve stability and reduce symptoms of temporomandibular joint disorder after surgery.5

Orthodontic application of novel 3D imaging techniques include virtual model superimposition to verify growth, treatment changes and stability, soft tissue analysis, and computer simulation of surgical procedures. Previous studies used 3D models superimposition in Class III patients, but it is the first experiment to assess surgical changes in Class II mandibular advancement cases through this method.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the displacements at the chin, condyles and rami between pre-surgery, post-surgery, and splint removal through 3D models superimposition.

METHODOLOGY

Twenty patients (16 female, 4 male; mean age = 27.08 years, range 13.9 to 53.7 years) presenting skeletal Class II and consecutively treated at the Dentofacial Deformities Program at the School of Dentistry, University of North Carolina (UNC), were recruited for this study. All patients underwent orthodontic treatment and had mandibular advancement surgery by means of a bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO). Seven of them also had genioplasty as an adjunctive procedure. Patients with anterior open bite were excluded, so that the entire sample presented a skeletal Class II with normal or horizontal growth pattern. Lip-palatal fissures, problems resulting from trauma or degenerative conditions like rheumatoid arthritis
were also excluded. All patients agreed in having CBCTs in different phases of treatment as it was described in the experimental protocol approved by UNC ethical committee.

The scans were taken one week before surgery (T1), one week after surgery (T2), to assess changes with the surgical procedure, and six weeks after surgery (T3), immediately after splint removal to assess short-term adaptive changes. The imaging protocol involved for 16 patients a 36-second head CBCT scanning with a field of view of 230 x 230 mm. All CT scans were acquired with the patient in centric occlusion with the NewTom 3G (Aperio Services LLC, Sarasota, FL, 34236). Four of those patients had at least 1 scan done with the NewTom 9000 (Aperio Services LLC, Sarasota, FL) which has a smaller field of view (F.O.V.), therefore, the chin was not included. A primary reconstruction of tomographic slices was done immediately after the exam, with a 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.3 mm voxel resolution. Differently from 2D radiographic projection acquisitions that require head positioning standardization, tomographic slices could be obtained without such standards as the whole 3D craniofacial complex was captured.

The following method for showing quantitative changes at multiple locations in orthosurgery cases has been validated and used since 20054. Besides, a thorough description of this method is in press in this journal.14

Image archives of 60 scans were exported in DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine) format, converted to GIPL format, and reformatted to a voxel dimension of 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm, thus reducing size, requiring less computing capacity and time during the experiment.

Image segmentation of the anatomic structures of interest and the 3D graphic rendering were done by using the InsightSNAP software (http://www.itksnap.org/), allowing navigation through the slices in axial, sagittal and coronal planes. From a set of more than 300 axial, lateral and anteroposterior cross-sectional slices for each image acquisition, a 3D model of the cranial base, maxilla and mandible was built, allowing navigation between voxels in the volumetric image and the 3D graphics with zooming, rotating and panning.

The pre-surgery and post-surgery models were registered based on the cranial base, since this structure is not altered by surgery. A fully automated voxel-wise rigid registration method was used through the Imagine free software (http://www.ia.unc.edu/dev/download/). The software compares both images using the intensity of gray scale for each voxel of the region, so that the pre-surgical cranial base (T1) was used as reference for the superimposition of post-surgery models (T2 and T3).

To control the cropping for a quantitative analysis of regions of interest such as the condyles, the posterior border of the rami and chin, the 3D models at different time points of each patient were combined also with the Imagine tool. Anatomic references were used to determine selection regions: (1) the chin was defined by the long axis of the lower canines post-surgery; (2) the posterior border was defined by a plane tangent to the anterior contour of the condyles and parallel to the posterior border of the rami; and (3) the inferior limit of the condylar region was defined by the interface of the posterior border cut.

The combined cutted structures were then separated as independent 3D objects, keeping their spacial positioning inside the original tomography. Each region of interest of each phase was prepared for pair comparisons, and then analyzed separately with MeshValmet (http://www.ia.unc.edu/dev/download/), where measurements of the surface distances between two different time points within the same subject allowed quantification of rami, condyles and chin displacements that accompanied mandibular surgery.

Comparisons were done between T1-T2, T2-T3, and T1-T3 for five variables: chin (n = 16), left ramus, right ramus, left condyle, and right
condyle (n = 20). Surface distances values were obtained and a visual interpretation of the displacements was made in all directions: superior, inferior, lateral, medial, anterior, and posterior. A graphical display of superimposed structures was done through color-coded maps, based in the direction and magnitude of each region displacement. Basically, they indicate inward (blue) or outward (red) displacement between overlaid structures, with negative or positive values, respectively. The absence of surgical displacement is indicated by the green color code.

Figure 1 shows the displacement of a right condyle between T1 and T2. The superior, posterior and medial displacements are shown in red, opposed to blue anterior and lateral surfaces showing inward movements. The visualization through semi-transparencies allowed an additional display of the surgical changes, clearly identifying the localization, magnitude and direction of mandibular displacements.

Descriptive statistics is illustrated in graphics of direction and amount of displacement for each anatomic region. Graphics of direction of displacement show, in number of subjects, movements in the anterior, posterior, inferior, superior, lateral and medial directions between T1-T2, T2-T3 and T1-T3, and situations without movement. Graphics of amount of displacement were based on categorizations of structural movements (intervals in millimeters), between the same time points, and also shown in number of subjects. Values were differently categorized for the chin, rami and condyles, regarding each region movement magnitude. The results between T1-T2 show displacements with surgery; T2-T3 the response after splint removal; and T1-T3 the overall short-term effects of mandibular advancement surgery.
RESULTS

All the cases showed an anterior-inferior displacement of the chin with surgery (Graph 1), over 4 mm in 87.5% of the cases (14 patients between T1-T2). A vertical improvement was one of the treatment objectives in reduced facial height retrognathic patients. Comparing T2-T3, 25% (4 patients) showed some posterior movement (< 3 mm), and 69% (11 patients) an anterior-superior movement. Vertical changes with counterclockwise rotation and additional anterior movement in most of the cases might be related to splint removal (acrylic thickness). The comparison between T1-T3 showed a chin advancement in all cases, over 4 mm in more than 80% (13 patients), but 12.5% (2 patients) did not present an inferior displacement (Graph 2).

Condyles tended to move latero-posteriorly with surgery (T1-T2), but equally distributed in the vertical direction, compared to a medio-anterior movement with a slight superior tendency in most of the cases between T2-T3 (Graphs 3 and 4). Surprisingly, post-surgical (T2-T3) amount of displacement was comparable to changes with surgery, suggesting an important adaptive response. Considering all directions of displacement, the surface distance differences were small: 77.5% of the condyles moved less than 2 mm with surgery (T1-T2), while 90% moved less than 2 mm in the short-term between T2-T3 (Graphs 5 and 6). An observation between T1-T3 showed a medio-posterior-superior displacement resultant, with 90% of the condyles presenting less than 2 mm, and only 5% less than 3 mm of displacement.

The rami exhibited a tendency to outward movements with surgery (inferior-latero-posterior), especially lateral, and inward (superior-medio-anterior) displacements after splint removal (T2-T3), also suggesting an important adaptive response, but smaller than 2 mm (Graps 7 and 8). Results suggested that the rami were pushed back with surgery, followed by a muscular adaptation toward the original position. Less than 3 mm of change with surgery was observed in 72.5% of the cases, and less than 2 mm of change in 87.5% of the cases after 6 weeks (Graphs 9 and 10). The resultant surgical and adaptive changes showed a superior-latero-anterior tendency (T1-T3), with less than 2 mm in 82% of the rami. Clinically important displacements were observed with surgery in specific cases, where four patients presented displacements over 4 mm.

---

**GRAPH 1** - Direction of displacement of the chin between T1-T2, T2-T3, and T1-T3, expressed in number of subjects (n = 16).

**GRAPH 2** - Categorization of the amount of displacement of the chin between T1-T2, T2-T3 e T1-T3, expressed in number of subjects (n = 16).
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**DISCUSSION**

This paper presents skeletal changes in mandibular advancement cases immediately after surgery and in a short-term observation at splint removal through the method of tridimensional CBCT models superimposition. Previous available data for comparison have been all based in 2D analysis using lateral cephalometric projections and observer-dependent reference points. Class III studies have been carried out with this method, comparing surgical results and stability between combined maxillary advancement and mandibular set-back versus maxillary surgery only. The visibility of superimposed 3D models and surface distances measurements clearly showed the localization, magnitude and direction of mandibular rotations with surgery, allowing A-P, transverse and vertical quantification of rami and condyles movements. The method used in this study is based in an automatic voxel-wise rigid registration that compares the cranial base grayscale between two CTs, thus avoiding landmark location on complex curving structures. This methodology uses relatively low dose radiation, advanced imaging methods, and public software specifically developed for research purposes.

Our results were comparable to mandibular...
advancement literature findings\textsuperscript{1,17} and had the potential to highlight the associations between alterations in the three planes of space. It also brings into discussion questions regarding bone remodeling and relapse tendency, which will be better observed in long-term follow-ups. This kind of surgical procedure is considered highly stable\textsuperscript{1,17,18} and in this short-term observation 25\% of the patients showed some posterior movement at the chin after splint removal. These few cases showed less than 3 mm displacements between T2-T3 (Graph 2), and when compared to superimpositions T1-T2 and T1-T3 a high similarity in the color maps (area and intensity of red surfaces corresponding to mandibular advancement) could be visually observed, as well as in the difference between solid white and transparent red in the semi-transparencies (Fig 2).

Chin anterior displacement was associated to clockwise rotation and lower face height increase in some patients of the sample (Fig 3), what can be a goal of treatment in patients presenting skeletal Class II with normal or horizontal pattern. It could be even observed more vertical than horizontal changes in cases with small overjet, and the influence of pre-surgery deep overbite should be also considered as a factor of vertical sliding during BSSO technique. A clockwise rotation is likely...
to be more stable since muscles inserted at the posterior part of the mandibular body and ramus tend to be shortened, whereas counter-clockwise rotation is associated to muscular stretching. The acrylic splint seems to play an important role in the maintenance of occlusal height immediately after surgery, and visual comparisons of model superimpositions between 1 week and 6 weeks post-surgery showed a counter-clockwise rotation tendency with bite closure and an additional anterior movement in some cases (Fig 4).

This comparisons also suggested smaller postsurgery short-term changes at the chin when the mandibular advancement was truly horizontal, but the sample was not big enough to be divided into subgroups to statistically assess vertical differences. Excellent stability was found for mandibular deficiency patients treated by means of mandibular advancement only or associated to maxillary impaction, with less than 2 mm changes during the first postsurgical year, and larger (>2 mm) changes due to skeletal remodeling from one to five years post-surgery. Also, interesting findings showed that in patients with anterior open bite pre-treatment a long-term relapse is rarely observed, even if skeletal changes due to the vertical growth pattern occur, because compensatory changes in the incisors position tend to maintain the overbite or even increase it. A future comparison with a group of vertical Class II patients submitted to maxillary impaction and mandibular advancement can tridimensionally highlight outcome and stability differences, as well as condylar remodeling and resorption following clockwise or counterclockwise mandibular rotations. It is important to mention that genioplasty, performed in seven patients of this sample, is a highly stable adjunctive procedure, therefore it can adequately improve the quality of treatment if some A-P or vertical additional change is needed.

Rami and condyles displacements were considered clinically relevant, even so were concentrated under 3 mm and 2 mm, respectively, and chin position was kept stable. Actually, the results suggest that an important recovery tendency toward preoperative positions occurred after splint was removed and mandibular function resumed. Otherwise, some cases showed a larger displacement in the proximal segment that could be maintained even after a long-term follow-up. Since condylar displacements concentrated under 2 mm, clinical effects are questionable and long-term follow-ups are needed to show if changes were small enough to allow adaptive remodeling without side effects.

FIGURE 2 - Superimpositions between pre-surgery to immediately post-surgery with splint in place (A), immediately post-surgery to splint removal (B), and pre-surgery to splint removal (C). Some posterior (inward) movement of the chin is noted in B, shown by the blue color code. It can also be noted by the comparison between different area and density of red surfaces representing the anterior (outward) displacement in A and C. Still, the resultant superimposition in C shows an acceptable maxillomandibular relation at splint removal, considered a short-term stability. The right ramus shows a slight lateral movement in A (outward), a recovery tendency in B (inward), and green surfaces in C confirming the adaptive response.
FIGURE 3 - Above: Color maps of surface distances between T1 and T2 models for 4 different patients showing an antero-inferior displacement of the chin post-surgery with the splint in place. Patients A and C showed prevalence of vertical displacement as shown in red at the anterior alveolar process and inferior surface of the symphysis. Patients B and D showed a vertical change with a remarkable chin advancement, shown by red mandibular anterior surfaces. Patient D also showed backward ramus displacement. Below: Semi-transparencies of these cases with superimposed T1 (solid white) and T2 (transparent red).
FIGURE 4 - Short-term follow-up (T2-T3) of cases shown in the previous figure. After splint removal, an antero-superior tendency of movement was noted in most of the cases in the sample. Additional anterior mandibular displacement can be seen in color maps red surfaces and in semi-transparencies differences between white (T2) and red (T3) models. A rami comparison between Figures 3 and 4 (T1-T2 x T2-T3) suggests a recovery of surgery displacements after six weeks, with a medio-lateral movement in cases B and C, and antero-posterior movement in case D.
The direction of displacement assessment showed individual variability, especially at the condyles, but more remarkable direction tendencies at the rami. Since the sample was small, it was hard to establish straight relations between the surgical procedure and skeletal response, so some directional tendencies were suggested. Condyles latero-posterior and rami latero-posterior-inferior changes between T1-T2 could result from pressure during the BSSO, fragment sliding and rigid fixation, followed by medio-anterior and medio-anterior-superior displacements between T2-T3 as a recovery toward initial positions due to muscular stretch.

An increase in inter-gonial and inter-ramus width was verified through lateral and frontal cephalometric radiographs. The present study did not use measurements between bilateral landmarks, but superimpositions between different time-points that allowed the visualization and quantification of an outward movement tendency following surgery, thus agreeing to previous data. Studies using submentovertex x-rays showed that structural rotations around 5 to 10 degrees normally occur and do not necessarily lead to functional problems. Also, the amount of rotation apparently decrease with time due to remodeling process. Otherwise, pain and in some cases restriction of movement could be associated to an anterior or medial condyle displacement.

The analysis of the displacement at the chin showed an obvious anterior direction with surgery and showed slight variation after splint removal. Since the sample included only symmetrical patients, lateral movements were not expected. A correlation between changes at the condyles and chin suggest that an anterior displacement of the former after splint removal could partially cause, together with the counter-clockwise rotation and bite closure, some anterior movement of the chin at T3, and the short-term stability of the correction.

Future studies with larger samples, long-term follow-ups and improved methodologies will probably be able to show additional findings regarding bone remodeling and resorption. Therefore, the sample used in this study is being monitored with progress CBCTs which will allow stability assessment.

CONCLUSION

Superimposition of 3D virtual surface models allowed clear visualization and quantification of outcomes of mandibular advancement surgery. Important displacements with surgery were observed in the rami and condyles, but changes at splint removal suggested an adaptive response toward recovery of pre-surgery positions, especially the medio-lateral movement of the rami. The changes on the chin after six weeks suggested an overall acceptable adaptation, but with considerable individual variability.
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